
Preparation

• Sprinkle a little flour in your outdoor area, which leads to a fairy door & model fairy in a 
tree. Leave the note by the fairy, rolled up and tied with a ribbon. Pre-collect natural 
materials if necessary.


• To fuel their imagination, you may want to have carried out the Fairy World session 
beforehand.


Session Outline

• Children to follow the ‘magic dust’ (flour) to find the fairy door and a fairy note in their 

outside environment. Children to spot fairies (model) high up in the tree. Explain that the 
fairies have asked them for help in building them some homes in their outdoor learning area. 


• Children to have a go (either individually or in groups) to build a tiny fairy shelter. Prompt 
discussion about what a fairy might need in their shelter and which natural materials we could 
use for these items.


• Teach them how to prop sticks up against an object such as a tree to make a simple lean-to 
shelter, building up the sticks before adding leaves. (See Outdoor Skills: Lean-to Shelter for 
more help.)


• Children to have the chance to look at each other’s houses and explain their creations. 
Differentiation: HA- Name and describe their shelters and methods.


LA- Prompts for building.

Extension: Can the children create additional items for their fairy shelters such as gardens or 
furniture?


Lesson Objectives

Children will be able to use their imagination to explore their environment; Children will be 
able to describe and construct miniature shelters from natural materials.

Resources

Flour, fairy door, model fairy, letter (scroll down), natural materials.

Key Vocabulary

imagine, pretend, make believe, shelter, stable, balance, size, strong.

Risk Assessments Generic Site RA; Playing in Soil RA. 

Top Tips

See Outdoor Skills: Lean-to Shelter for ideas for building.

EYFS Links


C&L: Listens to verbal 
stories

PSED: play cooperatively 
with others,  Confident to 
try new activities

PD: Shows good control 
and coordination in small 
movements

M: shape recognition

L: Give meaning to marks

UW:  Talk about features 
of their immediate 
environment

EAD: Manipulate materials 
to achieve a planned effect  

Learning 
Outcomes


LA - Children will be 
able to build a 

miniature shelter from 
natural materials


MA - Children will be 
able to build a 

miniature shelter from 
natural materials and 
use their imagination 
add features to their 

shelters.

 


HA - Children will be 
able to build a 

miniature shelter from 
natural materials, 

using creativity and 
imagination to explain 

their fairy house 
items.
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Dear Children, 

We, The Outdoor Fairies, like to play in your outdoor area 
at night time. 
Sometimes we get a little bit cold and so wondered if you could 
help us?
Can you make us some mini-shelters from natural materials?
At night, when we come to play, we will enjoy resting and 
warming up in your shelters before we return to Fairyland 
through our magic door.

Thank you so much for your help. We look forward to trying 
out your shelters soon.

Lots of love from,

The Outdoor Fairies
xxx

Fairy 
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